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Abstract—Developing surface classification models manually requires significant time and detracts from the goal of automating systems. We create a system that automatically collects the data using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), extracts features, trains a large number of classifiers, selects the best classifier, and programs the UAV with that classifier. Motivating our work is a prior project [1] that manually developed a surface classifier using an accelerometer; to verify our system functionality, we replicate those results with our new automated system and improve on those results, providing a four-surface classifier with a 75% classification rate and a hard/soft classifier with a 100% classification rate. We further verify our system through a field experiment that collects and classifies new data, proving its end-to-end functionality. Overall, our system reduces the time and machine learning expertise needed by the user to develop new time-series classifiers usable by the UAV. The general form of our system provides a valuable tool for automation of classifier creation and is released as an open-source tool [2].

I. INTRODUCTION

Previous research demonstrated that an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) can classify a surface using only its accelerometer sensor [1]. This allows the UAV to determine whether a surface is soft enough to install a sensor node with a spike without breaking the spike; this spike allows the node to stay fixed in place despite erosion and unstable terrain. A key challenge with that work was the need to manually create, train, and implement the classifier as well as manually collect the training data. This process takes weeks of manual tuning and work, limiting efforts to modify the classifier for different conditions. The problem of manual development of the classifier is not isolated to the surface classification problem, but any classification problem. In this paper, we automate the classifier development process, demonstrating our process and validating the results in the context of the UAV surface classification application.

We developed an open-source system (available on BitBucket [2]) consisting of a set of algorithms that collect data using the UAV, compute features, train classifiers, select the best classifier, and implement the classifier system on a UAV. The system automates the process, reducing the amount of time a person needs to spend by orders of magnitude as it only requiring starting the process.

To use our system, a user defines a set of locations, labeling the locations with the categories. The system does not require the user to know anything about machine learning; it provides default settings such that the user only has to provide labeled locations. For users who want to configure the process, the system allows for optional user configuration of various parameters, including the set and number of features, the set of classifiers, and the definition of a “best” classifier. Once started, the system sends the UAV to the user provided locations to collect training data, which is fed into our tool. The tool then selects the best classifier based on the user goals (e.g. minimizing false positives, minimizing features, etc.). This selected classifier model is programmed on the UAV, which now can use the model to classify unknown locations. While we focus on the application of surface classification in the development of our system, the system uses generalized approaches that allow it to classify any time-series sensor data that the UAV can collect.

To verify our new system, we use the data collected in our prior surface classification work [1] and first compare our results under the same conditions, showing that our process can provide similar results. We then run the full automated system, allowing for different features and classifiers from the prior work, to find the best classifiers through our automated approach. To classify four different surfaces, examining only classification accuracy, we find 5499 classifiers with an accuracy higher than 63.75%, the best accuracy found in our prior work. The best of these classifiers provides a classification accuracy of 75%, a significant increase over the prior work. Classifying two surfaces, our new approach provides a 100% classification accuracy, also improving over the prior work. We also compare our system to Auto-WEKA 2.2 [3], a different form of meta-classifier that de-emphasizes model efficiency; our system provides more efficient models with better classification rates and reduced false positives than the latest Auto-WEKA system. Having proved our approach achieves our goals of efficient models and minimal user interaction, we deploy the complete system in a field experiment that collects and classifies based on new data, thereby validating its use in an end-to-end approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We start by discussing related work in Section II before describing our system in Section III. Section IV compares our results to our prior work. Section V then describes our field experiment proving the complete operation of our system on new data. Section VI summarizes our work and outlines our future work extending this tool.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We first provide background on surface classification work and then, given our contribution of a tool for automated classifier creation and use, discuss the related work on automated classifiers with a focus on the use in robotics.

A. Surface Classification

Surface classification is the application area of our work in which we will verify our approach. To better understand it, we discuss the prior work that explored a number of methods for surface classification, covering ground robots, online learning approaches, and aerial robots.

Many of the ground robot approaches that used vibrations for classification also used manually trained classifiers [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Some do adaptively modify parameters such as Komma et al. who adaptively changed the parameters for their Bayes Filter approach on their ground robot [11]. Otsu et al. provided a more automated approach with adaptive co-learning using a camera and a vibration sensor [12]. Dutta and Dasgupta utilized a number of smaller classifiers in an ensemble approach; these classifiers were still manually trained although the approach considered computational complexity [13].

Closer to our motivating application is research utilizing aerial robots. Most of these approaches are camera-based with manually tuned classifiers as demonstrated by Mejias [14]. Mizui et al. inspected infrastructure using a hammer on a UAV and measured the sound waves to determine deflectiveness [15]. Although this did rely on the UAV striking the system under test, the classification approach was binary thresholding on the frequency response.

In our prior work, Anthony et al. used acceleration information with an aerial robot [1] to classify surfaces on landing. The authors manually piloted a UAV over various sample surfaces and collected data samples using the onboard IMU. The authors then manually identified the most useful features and trained several classification algorithms, selecting a decision tree classifier as the best. This paper directly extends and improves that work through our new automation system.

Our system automatically gathers data using a UAV with an onboard accelerometer and processes this data to extract useful features. This system automates the selection of features and classifiers, increasing the amount explored and resulting in a better classification model for the data than other approaches. It also allows for easy re-training and re-selection for new terrains.

B. Automated Classifiers

Different methods exist for selecting a machine learning model, especially for the task of minimizing error by filtering models that underfit or overfit the data. Biem used Hidden Markov Models with a discriminative information criterion to determine the best model [16]. Chapelle et al. utilized two methods for model selection: smallest empirical bound and direct eigenvalue estimator [17].

Thornton et al. developed Auto-WEKA, a meta-classification algorithm that found the best model using different classifiers with many different parameters [18]. Kotthoff et al. extended this work with Auto-WEKA 2.0, an improved version that provided support for regression algorithms, parallelized training of classifiers, saved multiple models, and optimized more metrics [3]. Feurer et al. also improved Auto-WEKA by focusing on the efficiency of the underlying optimization problem [19]. They implemented a meta-learning step at the beginning of the process to better prepare the Bayesian optimization algorithm for the various machine learning frameworks; this showed a significant improvement in the performance of the classifiers.

Reif et al. developed a regression-based approach to estimate the classifier accuracy based on statistical analysis of the data set [20]. The system trained only the selected classifiers and optimized the parameters for those classifiers. While this approach is fast, one drawback is the lack of feature selection, resulting in a classifier that may not provide the best accuracy possible.

These methods do not consider computational complexity of the models, reducing their utility on a robotic platform. Our system trains many different classifiers over every combination of features and available sensors. This allows us to check the relevance of each feature and each sensor in order to determine the classifier model that has the best trade-off between computational efficiency and classification rate. Additionally, we can configure our system to run on the computational system available, which allows it to run on a robot while in the field.

III. META-CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

We developed a meta-classification system to autonomously compute features, train classifiers, and select the best classifier based on user-defined criteria to program the aerial robot. This system utilizes a UAV, the sensors already on the UAV, and a computer; these autonomously work together to perform the meta-classification. For the computer, the approach was designed so that the user can configure the system to match the processing power available for anything from an embedded processor like a Raspberry Pi to a high-power desktop system. As of now, the system works with supervised learning, assuming some method of labeling exists (either automated or manual).

In this section, we describe our overall classification system and then discuss the different sub-algorithms.

A. Classification System

Algorithm 1 shows the high-level steps of the full classification system. Our system begins by collecting data from pre-labeled locations using the UAV’s onboard sensors. With the collected data, the system computes features. Next, the useful features feed into our classification algorithm, which generates models based on all possible combinations of classifier algorithms and features. For each run, we collect metrics, such as the number of features, the classification rate, and the confusion matrix; after all runs, the system computes which combination worked best. The exact parameters for determining the “best” model are provided to our program
Algorithm 1 Meta-Classification Overview

1: \{trainingData, verificationData\} = CollectData(locations, numSamples) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Collect and label data}

2: featureNames = \{\ldots\}
3: featureSets = ∅ \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Recursively generate list of all feature combinations}
4: for \(f \in 1 \ldots \text{Length(featureNames)}\) do
5: \quad featureSets += GetFeatureSets(featureNames, \(f\))
6: end for
7: modelList = BuildAndTestModels(classifierList, featureSets, trainingData, verificationData)
8: SaveModelInformation(modelList) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Using supplied parameters, determine best model in modelList (See Algorithm 3)}
9: model = GetBestModel(modelList, selectionParameters)
10: ProgramUAV(model) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Program the best classifier model onto the UAV}

Algorithm 2 BuildAndTestModels

1: modelList = ∅
2: for \(c \in \text{classifierList}\) do
3: \quad for \(f \in \text{featureSets}\) do
4: \quad \quad data = GetDataSetWithFeatures(trainingData, \(f\)) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Remove unused features from data set and train the classifier}
5: \quad \quad model = BuildClassifier(c, data) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Run cross-validation on model and measure time taken}
6: \quad \quad evatime = time()
7: \quad \quad evaluation = CrossValidateModel(model, data)
8: \quad \quad evatime = time() − evatime
9: \quad \quad falsePositives = GetFalsePositives(evaluation.confusionmatrix)
10: \quad \quad if verificationData then
11: \quad \quad \quad verification = TestModel(model, verificationData) \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Evaluate model with optional verification data}
12: \quad \quad \quad modelList += \langle c, f, evaluation.accuracy, falsePositives, evatime, verification.accuracy\rangle \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Store information on classifier and performance}
13: \quad \quad end if
14: \quad end for
15: end for

on launch. Finally, the best classifier is then programmed on the UAV to classify new locations.

B. Data Collection

The first step of Algorithm 1 is the data collection algorithm, shown on Line 1. Initially, the user needs to provide labeled locations that match the classification categories. With these locations, the UAV flies to each, measures the appropriate information, and repeats to collect the data set. The system divides this data set into training and validation. While the system does use cross-validation when training, the additional and separate validation phase reduces the likelihood of selecting an overfit model. These two data sets then progress to the feature computation stage.

C. Feature Computation

Our system’s next algorithm extracts features and selects the appropriate data sets as Algorithm 1 describes in Lines 2-6. The data we are examining is time series data; therefore, we perform feature extraction to acquire several key indicators. Examples of possible features include maximum/minimum, second maximum/minimum, peak frequency, variance, and skew [1]. The user configures the set of features to test and our approach will prune features that are not useful. This means that, if the computational resources are available, the user can comfortably add many features to better explore the model options in cases of uncertainty or initial investigations.

Once all of the features are extracted and the tagged data is loaded, we generate a set of all possible feature combinations. By default, the program will generate all feature combinations. As the number of combinations scales rapidly, to reduce computation time, the user can specify a limit to the maximum number of features. The number of combinations generated is given by

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{\min(n, m)} \frac{m!}{i!(m-i)!}
\]

where \(n\) is the user specified maximum number of features and \(m\) is the total number of features in the data. While computation time scales rapidly with the number of features, in practice, using eight features takes 19 minutes on a desktop system and 321 minutes on a Raspberry Pi (see Section V-B for details). This is sufficient for most systems we are interested in.

D. Build Classifier

With the feature set computed, our system now trains all of the classifiers using all feature sets, shown in Lines 7-8.
of Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 outlines the key components of this step. From the prior algorithm, this algorithm receives the training data, the verification data, and the classification categories. The user defines the maximum number of features, the minimum number of features, and the category to use for false positives (whichever category could most damage the UAV if misclassified). Optionally, the user can define the number of cross-validation folds, the maximum allowable number of false positives, and the allowable drop in classification percentage in order to find the result with the smallest number of false positives or smallest number of features. All of these parameters have reasonable default settings so the user can optionally ignore the parameters.

Having defined the necessary parameters, we now consider the classification algorithms. We use several classification algorithms, including: (1) Discriminant Analysis, (2) Support Vector Machines, (3) Decision Trees/Forests, (4) Logistic Regression, (5) Naive Bayes, and (6) Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. This is only a subset; the user can include many others in the system easily by modifying the configuration text file that defines our classifier list. These provide a diversity of algorithm types, allowing our meta-classifier to generate the best possible model. To implement each algorithm, we use the WEKA machine learning workbench [21]; a different machine learning library could easily be used in our system such as Python scikit-learn [22].

We loop through these classifiers and, for each classifier, we generate a model for all combinations of features using the WEKA default parameters. To utilize non-default parameters, we can modify the configuration text files as we do to define the classifier list. Adding the ability to perform parametric sweeps of the various parameters within our system is future work along with quantifying the increased runtime.

In the WEKA implementation, we use the functions Build-Classifier, CrossValidateModel, and TestModel for generating and evaluating classifiers. BuildClassifier accepts a classifier algorithm, data set, and optional parameters and outputs a usable model (see Lines 4-5 in Algorithm 2). CrossValidateModel (Line 7) accepts a model and data set, performs n-fold cross-validation, and then returns performance metrics, such as the confusion matrix. TestModel (Line 10) evaluates a model and returns performance metrics without validation.

The model is evaluated on the training data as well as the separate verification data, if provided by the user (Line 11). We save the evaluation results for each data set such as classification rates and confusion matrices for further processing.

E. Classifier Selection

Once all of the models have been trained and evaluated, we rank them by classification rate and filter based on user inputs. Algorithm 3 describes the selection process. First, the user can specify a false positive rate limit. If the user sets this, the program will filter out models that have equal or less than the false positive limit; otherwise, the program returns all models. Then the program selects all models within that set that have the highest accuracy. Additionally, if the user specifies a maximum allowable percentage drop, the program will add those models within that accuracy range of the best classification rate. Finally, the algorithm selects the model in the remaining set that has the least number of features and lowest computational time.

F. Program UAV

The classifier models are represented by small configuration files, typically less than 50 KB. This enables easy storing and transmission of the models between robots and optional base stations. In our current implementation, we send the model to the UAV via SCP (Secure Copy) over Wi-Fi when using a base station for computation or we can perform computations on an onboard Raspberry Pi.

IV. ALGORITHM VALIDATION

We start by reviewing the results of the motivating work, our results replicating their work on the same data, and our improved results using the full abilities of our system.

A. Motivating Results

Anthony et al. previously developed surface classification algorithms for UAVs [1]. This process was highly manual and motivates our goal of automating classifier selection.

In their experiments, the authors recorded accelerometer data for landings on four types of indoor surfaces (wood, carpet, rubber tile, and foam). They then extracted features based on several common time series predictors, a sub-set of those we use. Using MATLAB, the authors manually created and trained models using Decision Trees, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA). This required weeks of work to manually compare results, to pick parameters, and to adjust parameters. They trained models in two different ways for each set of data. The first classification had four categories of indoor surfaces; the second classified two categories of hard or soft. Table I shows the results of these trials.

B. Our System’s Replication Results

We began by replicating the original results. Using our system, we first performed classification using LDA, QDA, SVM, and Decision Trees on the set of all original features. We also performed the second experiment from the prior paper to classify surfaces as hard or soft, again training our classifiers using all 11 original features. Table I shows how our results compare to those of the original paper.

Our results are within reasonable ranges of the original paper’s results. Overall, both approaches select the decision tree algorithm for both experiments (the original paper selected it for all surfaces due to its computational simplicity even though it performed slightly worse than LDA). Our system took minutes for the user to setup and all remaining steps were automated, while the prior work took the user weeks of direct work, showing the clear improvement our system provides.
Algorithm 3 GetBestModel

1: modelList = \{ m ∈ fullModelList \mid m.falsePositives ≤ selectionParameters.falsePositives \} \Comment{Filter list of models by false positive rate}
2: maxAccuracy = max(m.accuracy \mid m ∈ modelList) \Comment{Determine highest accuracy model}
3: maxAccModels = \{ m ∈ modelList \mid m.accuracy = maxAccuracy \}
4: maxAccuracyModel = sort(maxAccModels, m → m.numFeatures)[0]
5: highAccModels = \{ m ∈ modelList \mid maxAccuracy - m.accuracy ≤ selectionParameters.percentDrop \}
6: minFeatures = min(m.numFeatures \mid m ∈ highAccModels) \Comment{Find minimum feature count of available models}
7: minFeatureModels = \{ m ∈ highAccModels \mid m.numFeatures = minFeatures \}
8: fastestModels = sort(minFeatureModels, m → m.classifyTime) \Comment{Output model with lowest time and fewest features}
9: bestModel = sort(fastestModels, m → m.numFeatures)[0]

C. Our System’s Improved Automated Results

Upon verifying that we were seeing similar results under the same conditions, we ran the data through our meta-classification system to generate the best model. For this test, we defined three different “best” models: (1) the model with the best classification accuracy, (2) the model with the lowest false positive rate, and (3) the model using the fewest features with the lowest false positive rate that was within 5% of our highest classification accuracy model (for example, if the most accurate model is 80%, this would be the model with least features with an accuracy within 76% to 80%).

We began by classifying all surfaces, for which we generated 22517 different classifier models. The manual method from the paper resulted in four classifier models; the best model for all surfaces had a classification accuracy of 62.5% with 5% false positives. Figure 1 compares these four models to all of our models. This histogram represents the number of classifier models providing that classification accuracy and shows that 5499, or 24.4%, of our models provide better results than the best one presented in the original paper. Table II outlines all three of our best models in comparison to the original paper’s best model. Each results in a 12% or higher classification accuracy with the QDA model also avoiding misclassifications and only requiring three features, which would reduce the processing on the data to enable the UAV to compute results faster. We also compare our results to Auto-WEKA 2.2 [3], which is a commonly used system to automatically find a classifier; that system runs for a defined length of time, which we set to the same amount of time our system required to compute our results. Our system finds a classifier with a better classification accuracy, less false positives, and a reduced number of features.

We next examined the reduced complexity hard versus soft data set; Table II shows these results as well. The original paper concluded that a Decision Tree model worked best, resulting in a classification accuracy of 97.5% with soft surfaces being misclassified 5% of the time. Our three best models are all the same Logistic model providing a perfect classification accuracy based on only two features. Again, comparing to Auto-WEKA 2.2, our approach provides an efficient and accurate classifier. Overall, automating the process and focusing on computational complexity allows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>All Surfaces Classification Accuracy</th>
<th>False Positives</th>
<th>Hard/Soft Classification Accuracy</th>
<th>False Positives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICRA Decision Tree</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Decision Tree</td>
<td>68.75%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRA LDA</td>
<td>63.75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our LDA</td>
<td>68.75%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRA QDA</td>
<td>58.75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our QDA</td>
<td>53.75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRA SVM</td>
<td>41.25%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>88.75%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our SVM</td>
<td>36.25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
field experiment

V. FIELD EXPERIMENT

After ensuring the classification aspect of our system functions, we implement the complete system and perform a field experiment using a AscTec Hummingbird \[23\] and a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B \[24\] (Pi).

A. Experiment Setup

We have the Raspberry Pi aboard the UAV with an accelerometer. Data samples are collected from preset locations for different surface types. Figure 2 describes the experiment procedure. Our program on the Pi instructs the UAV to fly to these locations, to free-fall from 20cm while the Pi records three seconds of data, and then fly to the next sample location until all samples are collected. Our system extracts the required features from the samples and then begins our meta-classification algorithm to generate the best model. Once the model has been generated, our system sends the model to the Pi for use on the UAV. The UAV then collects data from both the original training surfaces and two additional surfaces, classifying the surface immediately after data collection.

The training data set for the classifier is taken from 160 samples, split evenly between a soft pillow and hard tile. For verification of the model, the UAV recorded an additional 20 samples from both surfaces. The system also recorded 20 samples of an alternate hard surface (a lab table) and 20 samples of an alternate soft surface (a different pillow) to test the classifier on surfaces upon which it was not trained.

B. Results

Our meta-classification system was configured to minimize both the required number of features and the occurrences of false soft classifications. We limited the number of features to eight to reduce the number of generated models and decrease runtime. On our computer, a 3.9GHz i7 4770 with 8GB RAM, this process took approximately 19 minutes. On our Raspberry Pi, a 1.2GHz ARMv8 with 1GB RAM, this process took approximately 321 minutes.

In total, the algorithm trained and evaluated 23760 classifiers. Ten of the models result in a classification accuracy of 100% on the training set. Of these ten, four of the models used the LDA classifier while the remaining six used the Logistic classifier. Between these, the system chose one of the Logistic classifiers as it is the classifier with the highest classification accuracy and the fewest required input features.

The chosen Logistic model uses four features from the accelerometer z-axis (vertical axis of the UAV): (1) minimum, (2) variance, (3) kurtosis, and (4) mean. Each verification data set was separately classified using the chosen model to populate Table III. Running the classifier for one test on the Pi required 0.38ms. The verification set for the training surfaces resulted in 90% classification accuracy. Only four of the 20 samples were misclassified and, of these, only one sample was falsely classified as soft.

After verifying the model was accurate on our training surfaces, we tested to ensure the UAV could classify other surfaces correctly. All 20 alternate hard surface samples were classified correctly. For the alternate soft surface, eighteen samples were correctly classified with only two of the 20 samples on this surface misclassified as hard.

C. Analysis

This experiment verified the full system from data collection to classification of new surfaces. The UAV successfully performed automated classification and chose a model that performed well on new surfaces.

VI. CONCLUSION

We developed an automated system that allows a UAV to collect data, train and select the best classifier, and then use that classifier on new surfaces. The system minimizes the user’s time and requires no machine learning experience while also allowing the UAV to perform the work in the field without user interaction. For those with machine learning expertise, the system parameterizes the number of features, the number of classifiers, and different best models, allowing the system to optimize performance based on computation and energy constraints. This automation also allows the system to re-select models when the current one no longer provides reasonable results, which allows for in-field automated reprogramming of the system to improve results. While our experiments focused on surface classification, the system can classify any time-series data that the UAV can measure, enabling a wide variety of applications. Our system is publicly available on BitBucket \[2\] in order to support the community in performing these classifications.
Our system does still rely on labeled locations; we plan to address this in future work. We also plan to add a metric for the computational complexity of the classification model to include that in selection of the best model. Ideally, the system, while in the field, can adapt to the computational and energy constraints of the UAV and other robotic systems working to measure and understand the environment.
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